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SUB TURRI SOON REALISED
John M. Barry
Sodality in
FULTON TO SEND DEBATERS
MOST ELABORATE YEAR BOOK
Fulton Pres.
Public Debate
ON TOUR THROUGH VERMONT
Marcus Lewis, Editor, Has Book Ready for A. Kenneth Carey, the Holy Name Society of Roach, Hurley, Donohue to Debate Vermont
College; First Time it Has Been
Arlington Is
University, Middlebury, St. Michaels
New
Vice-President
Finished at Early Date
Host
on February 22, 23, 24
The appearance of the 1934 Sub
Turri toward the middle of May,
now a practical certainty, will be
the very tangible fulfillment of
Marc Lewis' determination to produce a year-book worthy of a truly
outstanding Senior Class according
to a definite plan conceived last
summer, inaugurated in September,
and elaborated diligently throughout the year.
There is no question about the
rank that this year's Sub Turri will
hold among those of the past. It is
the largest, most complete, and most
artistic yet attempted. It assures
the Boston College Year-book that
position to which its editors have
always aspired; it is perhaps the
Jeader in its class in this part of the
country, as will be entirely evident
from the brief outline of the more
novel features given below.
All orders for copies of the book
must be placed with a two-dollar deposit by March 27, when the Easter
vacation opens. This requirement is
for all without exception who will
want a copy, since only enough
books can be printed to take care
of those who have made the deposit.
The final order will be placed with
the printer during the Easter vacation, when the book will go to press.
Hence, all underclassmen intending to take advantage of the new
ruling this year, whereby subscription to the Year-book is now open
to all students of the College, must
get in touch with their Class representatives, or stop in at the Sub
Turri Office, T-312, within the next
few weeks. The underclass representatives are: for Junior, Clarence
Boucher; for Sophomore, Frank McCarthy; for Freshman, Paul Coughlin.
To facilitate the collection of the
two-dollar deposit from the whole
Senior Class, eleven representatives
of the Sub Turri Business Staff will
(Continued on Page 3, vol. 1)

FR. MURPHY WILL
TALK ON CHAUCER
Second in Series by Noted
Lecturer for Von
Pastor Society
At

the

weekly meeting of

the

Von Pastor Historical Academy this
afternoon, Rev. J. F. X. Murphy,
S.J., will deliver another in his series of lectures on Chaucer, dealing
particularly with the fourteenth
century Knights and other characters described by the father of English poetry. This lecture has been
postponed from last Wednesday.
Mr. James Kirley, S.J., moderator
of the Academy, wishes to remind
the student body again that this
series of lectures, which will not be
concluded until the late spring, is
open to all, and not restricted
merely to Academy members.
BOSTON COLLEGE CLUB
OF CHARLESTOWN
There will be an important
meeting of the Boston College
Club of Charlestown at 1:30,
Thursday, in Room TllB.

At the bi-annual elections of the
Fulton Debating Society, held last
Thursday, John M. Barry of Lawrence was elected President. Mr.
Barry, a former intercollegiate debater in the Marquette debating
society, has engaged in many intercollegiate and lecture debates since
he joined the Fulton.
Last year, handicapped by the
fact that he was in the pre-medical
course, Barry had very little time to
devote to the activities of the Ful-

ton. This year, after placing second in the intercollegiate trials, he
appeared against the team from
England and has since appeared in
numerous lecture debates. He will
receive the gavel from the retiringpresident. Robert J. Glennon, at the
next meeting of the Fulton.
In the other elections, A. Kenneth
Carey, '34, was elected vice president; Herbert A. Kenny, '34, was
elected secretary; James M. Deary,

Marc Lewis
The first of May

'34,

JOHN J. CRONIN
LYNN CHAIRMAN
Heads Dance Committee;
Soiree Soon to Be
at Fo'castle
in its endeavors to
successful socials to the
student body, the Boston College
Club of Lynn will again hold a dansant immediately after Lent at the
Fo'cas'le in Marblehead. The same
organization conducted a Fall dance
at the Beverly Country Club last
November and those who attended
considered it one of the most entertaining events in which they had
ever participated.
The chairman of the affair will be
John J. Cronin, '34. He promises
unusual music, favors and a distinctive setting. Inasmuch as the
weather will be warmer, the Marblehead dinner spot is a proper scene
for its social success.
George W. Miles, '34, is president
of the club, Roger Kirran, '35, is
secretary and Herbert Ward, '35, is
Continuing

present

was

elected

treasurer,

and

Stephen J. Hansbury, '34, received

the coveted post of censor.

JUNIOR PROM TRADITIONAL
IN SPLENDOR; DORSEYS GOOD
With all the traditional splendor
which has characterized this outstanding collegiate function in previous years, the Junior Promenade,
climactic social event of Junior
Week, was held last Friday evening
in the Main Dining Room of the
Hotel Statler in Boston.
A brilliant gathering of charm-

a

Fenway College

To Hear Father
Connolly, Feb. 14
Chesterton Is Subject
On Wednesday, February 14, Rev.

Terence L. Connolly, S.J., will speak
at Emmanuel College. Father Connolly will read excerpts from and
furnish transitions to different parts
of "The Ballad of the White Horse,"
by Gilbert K. Chesterton, bringing
out its historical and religious significance as delivering England
from the destruction and the melancholy heathenism of the Danes, in

Three prominent members of the
Fulton Debating Society, John L.
Roch, John J. Hurley and William
D. Donahue, all of the class of '34,
will leave Boston February 22 for
a four day trip through Vermont,
during which they will oppose three
Vermont colleges in forensic combat. This is the first tour of Fultonian members since the Fordham
debate of last year in New York
City.
The evening of February 22 will
find the Boston College debaters op-

During the early part of the evening the lobby of the Hotel Statler
was the scene of much gaiety as the
many couples in attendance at the
Prom began to arrive.
Dancing commenced at 10 o'clock,
continuing
until three-thirty in
the morning. Promptly at midnight the members of the Junior
Class formed in the lobby for the
grand march, headed by the Class

posed to

William D. Donahue
Through Verviont

Corrigan
Fr.
in
Debate
Is Prominent
Opposes "Child Labor" in
Stormy Session;
Lowell Heard

Rev. Jones I. Corrigan, S.J., professor of Ethics to Senior A, branded
the so-called Child Labor Amendment as "as red as anything that
ever came out of Russia," when he
addressed the public hearing on the
ratification of the amendment which
ing young ladies accompanied by
took place at the State House a
their equally gallant escorts, comweek ago Tuesday. He went on to
prising two hundred and seventyPresident, Francis R. Liddell, and point out that the very name of the
five couples in all, danced through the Chairman of the Promenade bill was propaganda; that, instead of
the night to the music of the Dorsey Committee, Edward J. O'Brien. affecting two million children as it
Brothers' Orchestra.
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 4)
should, it affected forty-eight million minors, including some married
people under the age of eighteen;
LIBRARY
RILEY RE-ELECTED that the amendment was not one directed to the solution of the Child
NEW COLLECTION
PRES. OF SOCIETY Labor problem, but a socialistic
measure.
(Continued on Page 6, Ccl. 2)

RECEIVES

Four Thousand Volumes First President to Repeat
Left to College

Office

treasurer.

Final details will appear in
later edition of The Heights.

The Senior Sodality, under the
moderatorship of Father
Michael J. Harding', S.J., made their
debut in public last Sunday evening',
February 11, when they presented
the first of a series of symposia before the Holy Name Society of St.
Agnes' parish in Arlington. The
whole evening was under the supervis'on of Father Branfield, a curate
of St. Agnes' parish who arranged
the program so that the symposium
took place immediately after the
benediction. If the reception given
the sodality at Arlington is any criterion then the society may be reasonably sure of a successful season.
The symposium presented last
Sunday consisted of an informal
discussion of the rationalistic arguments against the divinity of Christ
together with the refutation of their
objections. The three sodality members who presented the arguments
of the adversaries played in the role
of rationalist ministers. They were
Grover Cronin, '35; Timothy V. Mc(Continued on Page 6, Col. 3)
capable

The Boston College Library has
been greatly enriched by the addition of some four thousand volumes
bequeathed to it by the late Monsignor Arthur L. Connolly. During the greater part of his sacerdotal life he was a collector of books.
Monsignor Connolly was a thorough
bookman. He knew not only books
but also their contents. For a number of years he was a trustee of
the Boston Public Library, and his
wise counsel was ever appreciated
by his colleagues. For many years
Monsignor Connolly has been a loyal
friend to the college and to the
library. Hundreds of worthwhile
books, which are now in circulation,
are evidences of constant generosity.
During his collecting he specialized
in attractive bindings and first editions.
Many such volumes are to be
found among the books which are
now being sorted and stacked. Included in the collection is one incunabulum published about 1475, A
Life of Christ by Saint Bonaven-

saving it for the joyous militancy
of the Catholic faith. "The Ballad
of the White Horse" is generally
considered one of the greatest narrative poems in the English lan- ture.
guage during the past century.
(Continued on Page 6,

Col. 1)

Laurence J. Riley, '36, was reelected president of the Marquette
Debating Society at its semester
election last Monday in the chemistry lecture hall. C. Donald Floyd,
'36; William J. Collins, '36; and
Cyril H. Odell, '36, were also reelected secretary, treasurer, and
sergeant-at-arms respectively.
EdFitzmaurice,
'36,
L.
ward
was
elected vice-president of the Society.
The election served as a remarkable
tribute to the president inasmuch as
Mr. Riley is the first president in
the history of the Society ever to
be reelected. Before the election
he appointed the following committees: Committee on Resolutions:
Joseph F. Jones, '36, chairman;
James Hannigan, '37, and John T.
Dorsey, '37; committee for the examination of records: William Ryan,
'36, chairman; William Tobey, '37,
and Thomas Coveney, '37; committee on society debates: Brenton R.
Gordon, '37, chairman; Joseph Donelan, '37, and William Carpenito.

the

Middlebury

College

speakers, in a discussion of the question, "Resolved: that the United
States should pursue a policy of
economic independence in her own
hemisphere." This question, which
has never been debated by the Boston College society, will be upheld
in the affirmative by John L. Roach
and William Donahue.
Following this forensic engagement the Fultonians will journey
to the University of Vermont, and
on the evening of February 23 John
Hurley and John Roach will defend
the affirmative of the subject, "Resolved: that the economic dictatorial
powers of the President as provided
under the N. R. A. be incorporated
as a permanent feature of the United States Government." This subject is one which the Fulton Society expects to debate often this
season, inasmuch as it is a favorite
subject for intercollegiate engagements for this year among the leading colleges of the country.

The third and final debate of the
tour will take place on the evening
of February 24, with St. Michael's
furnishing the opposition. The subject for this final engagement will

be, "Resolved: that the government
of the United States adopt the British system of radio control and operation." John Hurley and William
Donahue will uphold the negative
of the question for the Fulton Society. This subject is the same one
that was the topic of the debate
between Boston College and Boston
University last night.

VALEDICTORIAN

Seminar Program
TRIALS EARLY
Released; Varied
Topics Outlined
Salutatorian Also to Be
Chosen in

COMMENCES FEB. 16
In a recent

communication

March

from

the Chemistry Department the program for the weekly Seminars during the second semester was released. This series is opened to all
students interested in chemistry,
but it is obligatory for all Post
Graduate students, Senior B. S.
students and Junior B. S. students.
They are held Friday afternoons at
3:00 p. m. in Room S-208. The program is as follows:
February 16 ?The Stability of
Suspensoids, Mr. David J. Bain; The
Electric Double Layer, Mr. David

In order to aid the early publication of the year book, the class
Valedictorian and the class Saluta-

torian will be chosen earlier this
last. The trial speeches
for these posts will be held before
March is out. Immediately following these two choices which will be
made in contest with three of the
faculty judging, the senior class will
vote on the class poet, class historian, class prophet and class presCasey.
entator.
In having the names
Kinetics of early, Marc Lewis,
February 23 ?The
editor of the
Flocculation, Mr. Edgar S. Edelenabled
to corporate
book,
will
be
mann; Methods of Sol Formation,
the
of
the
men
chosen and
names
Fiekers,
Mr. B. A.
S.J.
their work into the year book.
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 1)
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THAT

J. O'Brien, '35,

'37

Edmund J. Cahill, '35

Robert L. Sullivan, '34

J.

Sheehan, '34

THE

and needs of
stronger Catholic literature are
sung and explained all too often and
heeded all too seldom. The aesthetically inclined find Catholic periodicals offensive to their nature, the
disinterested find them too scarce
to seek, the careless don't bother.
Financially the Catholic papers are
unable to present us the multicolored vistas of the nickel weekly,
the wide spreadscope of the nonsectarian daily.
We do not say that the fault is
on one side only. Probably the
Catholic paper is too wrapped up in
defending a church that needs no
defense. But surely we owe them the
prop of our meagre support. If we
cannot subscribe to Catholic papers,
Catholic periodicals, the least we
can do is read the works of Catholic authors on our library shelves.
That the senior class found Catholic
authors interesting enough to vote
the "The Masterful Monk" its
favorite novel, G. K. Chesterton,
the favorite writer, Francis Thompson and Joyce Kilmer, the favorites
in the field of poetry, should mean
something to the entire school. Individually we may not agree with
the choices but at least it is a challenge that there must be something
behind it all. Why not take out
one book by a Catholic author, why
not read Catholic poetry? Why not
make it all a topic of conversation?
Interest once formed in such a field
should feed and grow on itself.
The Heights will help with a
recommendation list. Make it a
point to read one of the listed books
and ask other people if they have
read it.
H. A. K., '34.
praises

LENT

LAST

Sunday, speaking on the
Catholic Truth hour, Father
Fulton Sheen gave a descriptive
definition of the difference between

the life of Christ and the life of
mere human philosophers. Other
philosophers came into life to live,
said Father Sheen, Christ came into
the world to die. The life of Socrates, Buddha and others was climaxed by their life, Christ's message was climaxed by his death.
Christ's death was his birth. Not
a fleshly birth but a birth of truth;
the birth of the spiritual.
Last Monday we celebrated the
birthday of the great American
hero, Abraham Lincoln, today we
prepare to celebrate the birth by
death, the death of death, the death
of Christ. In a small, very small
measure we join with Christ in preparing for his death. His death
which is our resurrection.
For forty days we fast in the
desert with Christ. But the fast
is but the outward signification of
our true beliefs. We should do
more. For forty days we should
live as if in preparation for our own
death. We should live in preparation for life.
H. A. K., '34.

.

.

.

Her attempts at psychological inquiry are ill-placed in such a book.
Keep it within the story-telling
vein or write a treatise, deep and
inquisitive, but do not mix them
under one cover and expect to be
considered a real biographer or a
true
novelist.
Miss Anthony's
numerous quotations from the
queen's correspondence become a bit
boring and the reader begins to
wonder if they are not superfluous.
Stripped of most of these letters,
the story would be quite as interesting.
In short, we find a fine novel
spoiled by cold, didactic attempts at
something intimate, something a bit
retrospective, even speculative concerning the very charming and fatal
life-span of the last of the Bourbon
queens.

C. E. L., '34.

.
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Edward

Donovan

requirements for writing a
column
such as this are: an even
prom Frank
this time we know that the
disposition,
an ability for saying
Liddell put across . aided by
world is made up of all kinds
old, uninteresting things in a new, of persons. Some of us are deluded
Ray Belliveau, Dan Holland and Edit was the classiest interesting way, and a rather fine by the idea we are always putting
die O'Brien
one we've seen at The Heights . .
sense of discernment in determining it over on the other fellow; another
congratulations to them all . and
group have the constant fear of beyour weekly subject matter.
we liked that dining room
. . it's
ing
"stung." Perhaps the latter
It is necessary to have an even
almost too magnificent
and the
class would have profited by a lecboys on the door were good stout disposition, because if you are ture given by a biology professor
. some poor boomy trotted either phlegmatic or irascible, as a at
men .
Loyola College, for the subject
in somehow with informal dress .
columnist, you will be a failure. If matter concerned the life and habits
like a shot from a bow door-man No. you are phlegmatic, you will fail to of wasps. Those especially inter2 galloped on to the floor and out provoke interest in what you have ested may consult Dr. E. G. Reinwent boomy . . . the Dorsey orches- to say; if you are irascible, and are
hard's book, "The Witchery of
tra was perfect and we pity the feleasily disturbed by affairs around Wasps."
lows that had to stay at home and you, it is not improbable that you
not hear them . . . nice fellows too will turn your column into a conBoston College students, when
we were talking with one of venient vehicle for venting your
bring slips to class and all
absent,
the
soiree
hope
them after
"I
spleen weekly
on
your
mute
they receive is admittance. But at
the fellows enjoyed dancing to us as enemies.
Marquette, for instance, the stumuch as we enjoyed playing for
If you cannot be interesting, you
them," offered the Dorsey . . and had better stop entertaining ideas dents bring a certain slip to the
Dental clinic and get a 20% disthey must have enjoyed it .
. they of
becoming a columnist, for the
count on molar repairs, provided no
didn't let up for a minute . . .
very simple reason that a column
gold is used and the whole bill
?T?
cannot exist without readers, and if
comes
more than a Goodwinian
Ray Belliveau rates another hand- you cannot interest your readers
shake for an editorial he wrote en- you cannot hope to retain them. A "seam" (dollar to you).
titled "The Renaissance"
it was facile pen, and an ability to mold
"The University News" states
reprinted in the "Intercollegiate with words has saved many a writer
Digest" as exemplifying a better devoid of ideas. Words attract, and that in number of full time students
collegiate editorial
the last year the writer with many ideas and no the University of California ranks
18,000 students;
with
editors of The Heights (John Cur- means of expression had better highest
ley) and the Stylus (Joe Brennan) stick to some prosaic trade, and not Columbia comes next with 13,000;
put in an appearance at the Prom attempt to foist his opinion in dry, and so on through New York University, Minnesota, Illinois, Ohio
. . . Joe was sitting at the same stereotyped phrases on a disinterState, Michigan and Harvard.
Fleming,
Steve
who
has
table as
ested public.
nothing but praise for the dance . .
Suppose now, you were not a perthe orchestra and the time in gen- son with any judge of the fitness of
The same paper tells how Ohio
eral .
the favors were nice
things. In very little time you State College had a student vote for
every prom we have hitherto atwould run
afoul
of numerous the loveliest girl on the campus.
tended included favors that per- authorities. For instance, say that Madeleine Ormsby (no relation to
tained some way to smoking and we something pretty unethical were our coach, Bill) was the winner.
have a collection of humidors
pulled off down at the State House. Madeleine, by the way, is the colpouches
cigarette cases
. . You do not
see why you cannot lege's prize cow.
(both kinds)
. cigarette lighters, blast it.
You roll up your sleeves,
etc.
it was a relief to get some- and pour forth your vituperation on
"The Wesleyan Argus" announces
thing else even if we have no watch the benighted public servants rethat one of the students owns and
chain to wear it on
sponsible for the atrocity. What operates a 1924 Packard. Boston
?T?
is the result? State House gets in College two years ago had an underRay Funchion was at the hockey touch with school authorities who graduate who drove to class each
game Thursday night to watch his hasten to make amends. You either day in a 1915 Buick touring. One
team take it on the chin
but the find yourself on the street immedi- day something happened to the rear
bitter of the defeat was made up by ately confronting the administra- end. The only reason it was not
Musco tion building, or you find your colthe fun of the fake game
repaired was that no parts could
was a riot
to protect himself in umn without a newspaper in which be found old enough for the model.
the cage he turned it around back- to appear.
didn't he look natural
wards .
Never for a moment think that
when he hid behind it
the school the subjects which a columnist exwould send the marks out early if it plores are those nearest his heart.
wished to ease the minds of a numI could think of plenty of stuff to
ber of students . any conversation write about, and I could guarantee
is bright until you mention the that the student body would read
marks
then the boys will rub a them, but I could also guarantee
MARIE ANTOINETTE
reflective chin and walk away tug- with like certitude that they would
by
ging at their collars . .
not be printed.
?T?
KATHERINE ANTHONY
When it comes right down to it,
Somebody should go and have a there is very little for a columnist
P. W. Wilson in the New York
heart to heart talk with the weather such as I set out to be to write Times has said of this book, ?a
man .
otherwise if it gets any about. If I dabble in the lighter full and intimate characterization
colder the next chill we'll be walk- phase of school affairs, I tread on in which Miss Anthony attains to
wish the toes of Tabloid; if I wish to spot the highest standards of the new
ing over the ice to Europe
I had seen the B. A. A. games but the world of Sport, I kick Eagle's biography?."
We take the liberty
. Eye right on
finances would have it otherwise
the shins. When I to disagree with P. W. First of all,
Musco came to school that cold day brood on international problems, I the book is more a biographical
with his lips frozen . . but he could venture into the field of editorials. novel, charmingly written around
still talk
(you can't have every- This leaves me for subject matter the sixteen outstanding periods in
thing) .
Steve Hansbury got off problems like why people butter Antoinette's kaleidoscopic career.
the Beverly train in a fur benny their bananas, and such like.
Hence it falls far short of "a full
.
and wore it to the prom
If I present my subject in a light and intimate" work. Compared with
pretty disgraceful
. . pretty dismanner, people say "I wonder if this the real biographies of the heroic
graceful .
bird thinks he's funny?" (indicating queen, it is a mere scratch on the
?T?
that I am not). If I become serious, surface of a vast fertile field. No
This all happened on the way there are always those who com- one writes a "full and intimate" acRoger ment, "Who does he think he is ? count of so famous a character in a
from the wilds of Milford .
Egan was buzzing along in his The Supreme Court?" As a colmere 285 pages.
Yet do not think
lacking a number plate umnist, I am confronted by a thou- we judge a good biography by the
buggy . .
.
. the occupants of the car numsand-horned dilemma, each horn of size of the tome. A real life hisbered seven and were huddled up in which is imbedded in my flank. At tory deals not merely with the hightheir coats as protection from the dances, in class, anywhere and lights; it cuts and delves into the
cold . . steaming along they passed everywhere, I am pointed out as a minor incidents, it weighs the
an unnoticed red light and the leprous thing to be avoided. I am merits pro and con of all the seemstrong arm of the law pursued in an exile, a social outcast, and I'm ingly trivial side-issues, for in these
hot chase almost to Boston . . . getting darned good and sick of it. are found most often the true
whipped out pistols brought the un- How about a break?
causes that influence the outstand.
the
expecting Rogers to a stop
ing actions of the character.
cops were quite jubilant at first . .
Miss Anthony has to a great exbut the Needham bank robbers are
Jerry Sullivan had a neat method tent avoided these minor incidents,
still loose .
of getting home after the junior and we think she is justified, for her
?T?
work is intended not for deep biohe couldn't get an auto
prom
graphical study, but rather for a
It sounds like a Wodehouse novel,
ride from East Perioria home to light superficial knowledge of her
but when we caught Steve Hansbury hopping off the Beverly train Dorchester so having missed the heroine, to be gained through easy,
and proceeded to drive him to Dorlast trolley by an hour he proceeded recreational reading. To become a
he wasn't sure if he to wait until the first one came little severe with the author, we
chester
put the old black dancing pumps in
suggest that in part some of her
round the next morning . . . better allusions
the week end bag
once in the
are out of keeping with
have to the type of work she is presenting.
house he found that all he had was service too says Jerry
a pair of brown rubber soled sport get people to work so they hurry Miss Anthony's book is far too
. . you short, too cryptic to permit of her
shoes
the story might have had
try it suggests Jerry
an interesting ending if he hadn't
at 7:00 long meanderings along philosophilook like an old rounder
managed to get in touch with a pal
cal lines, looking into the why and
.
m. with a full dress suit on
at first Steve thought he was a.
wherefore of certain of Antoinette's
coming to the prom in an evening everybody else in overalls going to actions. Immediately she does this,
suit and sport shoes . . .
work.
one gets a bad taste from a chapter
.
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TVHE Needham bank

/

robbery, the
\u25a0*- labyrinth
of detection through
which the police are wandering,
make most interesting reading in
the paper. But it is all very ugly.
Surely the start of it all wasn't a
man with a gun. It goes deeper
than that. In seeking the deeper
cause we look higher. Law courts'

inefficiency, corrupt

...

etc.,

officials,

figure in the picture importantly.
Some day students now attending
the college will be officials whose
life and work will have a bearing
directly or indirectly on like cases.
The world war had a bearing on
the young of today. Disgust rose
in the hearts of us all at the horrors of it all. The analogy is imperfect but it is a thread of hope.
Surely the outrages committed today by outlaws will influence the
young of today to work, when the
opportunity is presented, toward an

eradication of excessive leniency,
bought loop holes, terrified law delay, so that when the duty is ours,
we shall know how to act and act
so.

A. K.,

'34.;
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THE MUSICAL CLUBS
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SOMETIME

about this time, every
year, someone points out that
the Musical Club is preparing for
the most successful season in their

history, and glibly prophesies that
their preparations will not be in
vain. To avoid cliches it will be
necessary for us to tone down on
generalizations and merely essay

that this season the Musical Clubs
will most probably be very successful. Under able and enthusiastic
direction and with other spirited
communes between Director and
Faculty and Student Management;
a strong organization and a fastidious personnel, for the last few
years have been built up.
Now
has arrived the time for the first
really large effort.
Honest, it
would be a shame if the student
body were not sufficiently warned to
be proud spectators of the Musical
Societies' triumphs.
Next Sunday afternoon the Glee
Club will appear as a special feature of the Catholic Truth Hour
program over the New England Network. On the following Sunday evening, they will appear in a special
concert before a Boston audience, in
Jordan Hall. After that, besides the
routine performances in various
towns, hitherto unreleased plans
will be, we trust, objectified.
It is extremely fortunate that the
promising increase in the Musical
Societies' audience will be coincident with a further discipline of the
personnel and a realization of the
repertoire. The ancient time-honored liturgic musical of the Church
is to have its place on the program
of the Glee Club. It cannot but be
heartily commended that the Glee
Club of a Catholic college should
become the comparatively worthy
repository of one of the glories of
Christianity.
S. F.
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"O EV. Nathaniel J. Merritt, '80,
\u25a0*\u25a0

who

*\u25a0

one of the four old-

was

est living grads of the college,
passed away last week at the rectory of St. Mary's Parish in Winchester, where he had been pastor
for the last twenty years.

Father Merritt was born in Boston and received his early education
in the public schools, entering Boston College at the age of thirteen.
After completing the graduate and
post-graduate courses at the college he entered the Grand Seminary
in Montreal. In 1884, when he was
a deacon at the Grand Seminary,
he and other members of his class
were transferred to the new St.
John's Seminary in Brighton, and
they became the first class to be
prepared for the priesthood at the
new Seminary.
He was ordained by the late
Archbishop Williams at the Cathedral of the Holy Cross on Dec. 20,
1884. After his ordination he spent
three years in the South, serving at
St. Augustine, Fla., and was then
transferred to the Boston Diocese,
where, after several assignments he
was made pastor of St. Mary's
Church in Winchester in 1910.
Father Merritt, of a quiet and
gentle nature, was loved by all
classes and creeds who knew him.

He was very fond of children and
spent a great part of his time
He took a deep inamong them.
terest in civic matters and was

prominently identified with the activities of young men's organizations and with the Knights of
Columbus and other societies in

Winchester.

He was also district

chaplain of the Catholic Federation
movement.
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ON TOP OF
THE WORLD
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Fourteen floors above the city streets,
on the Bradford roof, you will find the
best food in Boston, Joe Rines' music
that speaks for itself, and floor shows
in the New York style by Lou Walters,
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impresario. Everything is rea-

sonable, too ... dinners for $1.25 and
$1.75, with $1.00 minimum charge

...

after 9 P. M. Small
r

cover

charge

on

Saturdays and holidays.
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CASCADES
on

the roof of the Bradford
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Elaborate Year Book
Be Released

QUINN DISCUSSES

Spanish Academy
N.R.A. AT ACADEMY
Has Short Play
At Week Meeting

to

to

College

Economics Due to Hear
Collins Tuesday

Sub-Turri Yet Published
Edited by Lewis; Considered
One of Finest in East

Most Elaborate

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 1)
each have charge of approximately
twenty-five seniors. These authorized collectors are: in Senior A,
Owen Clarke, Arthur McLaughlin,
John Porthouse, James Kavanah,
William Joyce, and James Deary; in
Senior B, Charles Boyce, James
Earls, Jerome Lynch, George McCue, and Robert McQuilland. The
deposit may be paid in a lump sum
or in four installments of fifty cents
per week.
In order to show conclusively that
he has not made idle promises about
the quality and early appearance of
the Sub Turri, Mr. Lewis has outlined for The Heights a few of the
more striking features of this 550page book, containing 100 pages
more than any former edition.
The theme, which presents an
analogy between the chief phases
of the life of St. Francis Xavier and
the eight main departments of the
book, is depicted in a set of eight
beautiful paintings and steel etchings which has finally been completed after a steady search of six
months.
The caricatures of each senior,
being done by Frank Brow with the
assistance of C. Ed Long, are admittedly a great undertaking. To
judge by the various exhibitions of
these drawings that will continue
to be held outside Senior A until the
task is finished, the entire series will
be something most unusual, from a
standpoint of both art and in-

3

Interesting Program

The Economics Club held its
meeting Tuesday, and James Quinn,
'34, was the main speaker. He discussed the connection between the
clared Mr. Long's art work to be of NRA, Fascism, and the Russian
a far higher grade than that of any Plan. The Society decided to draw
other of the twenty-odd year-books up a plan on the NRA similar to
which this company has contracted the bibliography of last year on the
War Debts.
to print this year.
Mr.
J. Edward Collins, the
Undoubtedly the most thorough speaker next
week, will discuss the
treatment of any section of the book industrialistic phase of the NRA.
lies in the plans for the campus

At the
last meeting of the
Spanish Academy John J. Fogarty,
'34, president of the academy, took
charge of the regular period devoted to an advanced study of
Spanish composition.
An added
feature of the program was the
presentation of a short play, "La
Senora y La Mendiga." The leading roles of "La Senova" and "La
Mendiga were played by William J.
Taylor, '37, and William Carpenito,
'37, respectively.

section, Alma Mater. Here, sixteen
pages of new views of the College,
representing
the
most skillful
photography available in Boston,
will be presented on heavy paper
Every senior is reminded that he
ill a special color process. This is has a
strict duty to subscribe to the
more than twice the number of Sub Turri,
inasmuch as the Senior
views provided in any former Sub Class undertakes to publish the
Turri.
Boston College Year-book without
The choice of a cover manufac- financial assistance from the Adturer, now resting between Molloy- ministration,
subscriptions
and
Smith of Chicago and The Mason from the whole class constitute
Box Company of Attleboro Falls, seventy per cent of the total cost
will be made within two weeks, of production. The Sub Turri staff
when the design selected will be must have subscriptions from 270
placed on exhibition outside Senior of the 284 seniors to clear expenses.
A.
The entire Sub Turri staff is cerFrom this brief outline, it is evi- tainly to be complimented on the
dent that thought has been given to energy and perseverance it has
the attractiveness and artistic value manifested throughout the year in
of the book. Yet the literary phase completing assignments on schedule.
of production has received equal The Senior Class, also, has shown
attention and care. Those in charge the same fine cooperation that has
of the write-ups in the various de- been associated with its name from
partments are industrious and ca- (he start. The early completion of
pable writers. Sports, biographies, its task of publishing the college
activities, and socials are especially year-book augurs
well for a
receiving adequate and thorough climactic finish to four glorious
years at the Heights.
treatment.

During the second semester the
moderator, Mr. Frederick Conlin,
plans to have a short play enacted
each week. The purpose of presenting these plays is to furnish the

YEAR BOOK

_J

THE HEIGHTS desires editorial
and literary contributions from the
student body. Any editorials or reviews of new books or recent plays
will be welcomed by the editors.
It is felt that there is a lack of
student interest in this department

RAY FUNCHION

BACK IN CLASS

Hockey Captain Is Still
Wearing Bandage

which constitutes an essentirl feaThe student body welcomed the

ture of a college publication.

return to class of Ray Funchion,
hard luck hockey captain, who has
had more than his share of injuries

members of the academy an opporRay,
tunity to master the euphony of the during his hockey career.
Spanish language, as well as to dis- banged on the head while playing in
play their dramatic ability. In ad- the St. Dominique's H. C, was sent
dition, there will be several lectures immediately to the hospital and reon the history and customs of Spain, turned home last week. He appeared
and later in the semester the acadat the B. U. game last Thursday to
emy will make a study of the most see his team go down in defeat to
prominent Spanish dramatists.
the terrier.
Ray claims he feels great physiThe club invites all Freshmen and
Sophomores interested to attend the cally and very low mentally at his
meetings, which are held every inability to play any further hockey
Tuesday afternoon at 3 o'clock in this year. He is still wearing the
room 208 of the Tower Building.
bandage on his head.

A Better Position
YOU CAN GET IT
Hundreds of teachers, students and college graduates will earn two hundred
dollars or more this summer. SO CAN YOU. Hundreds of others will secure a
better position and a larger salary for next year. YOU CAN BE ONE OF THEM.
Complete information and helpful suggestions will be mailed on receipt of a three
cent stamp. Good positions are available now in every state. They will soon be filled.
(Teachers address Dept. T. All others address Dept. S.)

Continental Teachers Agency, Inc.

DENVER, COLORADO

!850 DOWNING STREET

Covers the ENTIRE United States
School Officials! You may wire us your vacancies at our expense, if speed is urgent. You will receive complete, free confidential reports by air mail within 36 hours.
'
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genuity.

Perhaps the most novel feature of
this highly artistic book will be the
twin pen drawings for each of the
seventeen sub-division pages, exclusive of those under sports, that are
scattered throughout the book.
Frank Lambert originated the idea
and has obtained the assistance of
members of his family who have
attended art school in producing the
set of drawings. The scheme is to
portray on each of the sub-division
pages a modern interpretation of
the section to follow, together with
an ancient interpretation of the
same. Thus, the sub-division page
"Academies" will bear a drawing
of the first academy, that of Plato,
complemented by a scene at a modern hospital, showing a surgeon performing an operation surrounded
by several internes. This same idea
is carried through twelve sub-division pages, and the drawings already completed are most clever,
manifesting skill that is truly professional.
The sub-division pages under
Sports will be unique indeed. Each
is to bear a charcoal drawing showing the head and shoulders of the
captain of the sport to follow. This
work has been undertaken by Weston Lyons, who is doing a fine job.
William Kvaraceus is drawing cartoons, and these promise to be very
humorous and ingenious.
Especially is all possible credit
due to C. Ed Long, who has undertaken to conceive and execute all
that art work of the book which
is purely decorative. He has already
completed a main border biographypage border, faculty border, title
page, and a very beautiful Ex
Libris design which will be placed
in gold on the right-hand front endsheet, a maroon, morocco paper. The
art theme running through the
whole book is Gothic. The representative of the Andover Press, in
charge of the printing, has de-

I

Rough Cut

TUFTS COLLEGE !

}

Dental School

|

Dentistry has

j

FOUNDED l!H><>

the pipe tobacco that's MILD
the pipe tobacco that's COOL

developed into an im- =
portant branch of health service.
In
order to meet its obligation to humanity.
it needs men and women of the highest
5 intellect, backed by superior training.
College men who are
5
interested in a ?
? career in
this Held of work may obtain
5 a prospectus of the educational require-
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menu by addressing
Howard M. Marjeriso.v. D.M.D., Dean %
Tufts College Dental School
5
302 Huntington Ave.
Boston. Mass. ?
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folks seem to like it
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BOOK BITS
By The Enthusiast
Continuing from the editorial
written by the editor, it is with no

little apprehension that we endeavor
to point out a few of the works
of Catholic authors that have appealed to us in an attempt to create
a minor interest in such reading.
No doubt- but we will continually
harp on books that those, far better
read than the writer, have read and
digested far better than the writer.
These we ask to be patient and join
in our small campaign by discussing the books mentioned with those
who are reading them for the first
time. More than this, we ask any
and all students to add contributions to the list and to join in the

popularity will give us ample
ground for conversation, for we
wander into no circle without finding one member who is fairly conversant with the poems of the
writer. Again two of his books are
right on hand and offer a good

study in growth and development.
Lately he has printed "Riddle and
Reverie," a group of poems similar

in style and nature to "In Towns

and Little Towns."
The two volumes are thin and
tasty and offer a good pair of starting blocks for all entrants in this
sort of contest. Drop over to the
library and snare one of the books.
Read them as he wrote them;
"In Towns and Little Towns" first;
then, "Riddle and Reverie." Comparison of the two volumes is most

B. U. DEFEATS EAGLE SEXTET
Fr. Feeney in
Emmanuel Talk
IN BITTER ICE STRUGGLE
Gives Reading College Team Plays Remarkable Hockey

The Rev. Leonard J. Feeney, S.J.,
professor of English at the Graduate school, gave a reading of the
poems of Catholic poets at Emmanuel College last Sunday for the benefit of the Cercle Louis Veiullot
interesting. Two favorite poems Scholarship. The scholarship infrom these volumes as far as we are cludes a year's study in Paris.
concerned are, in the first, that
poem wherein he describes his entrance into the field of big time pro- volumes would be most acceptable
ducers when his twenty cents spent from the point of view of interest
for a plate of flap-jacks stages a or editorial contribution. At least,
public performance. In the second create a more intense demand for
the volumes than the library at
volume "The Mouse Trap."
attempts to supply or they
present
sure
that
letters
written
We are
to the editor in regard to these two may not let us write this column.

ICAN'TSE-YOU

GODMIS

actual writing of a column that
without such aid that their writing
will lend, is bound to become onesided.
First it would be well to start
with books that most of us have
read and so start out that all may
have the more popular writings behind them. What better book than
that "In Towns and Little Towns,"
by Father Leonard Feeney, whom
all of us know. Often seen about
the college the man himself is
familiar to us. Probably his work
is all too little familiar to us.
Another good point in starting
with Father Feeney is the very fact
that he is known to us. Also his
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Before Two Thousand Fans at
Arena Meet Friday Night
Granville R. Jones of Milford and George Trudell of
Milford are both back in
school, having fully recovered from a recent auto accident in which the car skidded
and struck a tree. Trudell
was taken home immediately
after the accident, but Jones
spent a short sojourn in the
hospital.

By RAY HARRINGTON
In the most bitterly fought battle
of the season, Boston College bowed
to the Boston University Terrier at
the Arena last Thursday night and
the Terrier won its first game, 3
to 2. Hard and rugged body checking featured the clash between
these great hockey rivals, and a
plenitude of penalties resulted.
Close to 2,000 fans saw the clash
at the St. Botolph street rink, and
their enthusiasm was well rewarded
by the spirited play of both
teams.
Blake and Ready of the Eagles
suffered slight injuries, along with
several Boston University players.
Coach Wayland Vaughn tried to
catch his rival coach, "Snooks"
Kelly, at a disadvantage by a surprise move, whereby he
started his
third line. Thinking then to outsmart the Eagles by sending his
fast skating first line in against the
Eagle replacements, Vaughn's move
was frustrated when Kelly refused
to remove his first line. And although Moore, Crimlisk and Liddell
were forced to play a longer period
than usual, they successfully withstood the vicious attacks of the
Terriers in this instance.
B. U. scored first when Lax swept
up a pass from Rowe less than
four minutes after the opening of
the period. In the second period
Charley Downey, Boston's towering
defense man, roared down the ice
and banged a terrific shot at the
Terrier goalie, but the alert Nicker
son managed to sweep the puck
away from the ready stick of
"Kiddo" Liddell, waiting for the
rebound.
A few minutes later,
however, Crimlisk and Moore put on
the prettiest passing display of the
evening when they passed their way
beyond the Boston University defense to have Moore score. The Intowners' first line then took the ice
and almost immediately went ahead
of the tiring Eagles,
when Smith
passed to Rowe and the latter
netted the disc. Again Boston
University "jumped" the Boston
forwards, and the Terrier third line
broke through to allow Robert
Nickerson to add another tally.
In the third period, the most
bitterly fought, Boston College
made a determined bid to tie the
score. With the Boston University
forwards most effectively checked
by both Downey and Blake, the
Eagle frontliners gave the Terrier
guardian plenty of trouble. With
two and three-men "breaks," the
Eagle forced the issue until Crimlisk and Moore again combined,
with the actual goal this time being
made by the flashy "Herb." And
this tally ended the scoring for the
evening, while many Maroon and
Gold thrusts went for naught.
Despite the great loss of Capt.
Ray
Funchion, Boston College
played marvelous hockey and the
spirited play of both teams promises
an even larger gathering next Friday night, when the teams meet
again for their second game.
And
from the type of play displayed by
the Eagle last Thursday night, the
Terrier will be most fortunate to
be again the winner.
The Terrier and the Eagle have
always played some of the fastest
and hardest hockey seen in intercollegiate circles. This game was no
exception. Next week these two
sextets will face each other, and
another great game will be on the
-

program.

Motel
and Restaurant

(Bresbam

Dine and Dance

at

Boston's Newest Hotel
Cor.

of Berkeley and Chandler Sts.
?

Private Dining Rooms Available

See FRANK NOONAN, '34
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by W.
FENCING TEAM Rifle
Team
eated
P. DefI.
OPENS SEASON

Cinder Dust

By Frank Farrenkopf

B. C. at the B. A. A. Meet.
"Pasky" Pasquantonia, Boston College senior, running in the Major
Briggs 50 Yard Dash, won his heat
in 5%5. Off to a bad start in the
semi-finals, Pasky failed to qualify.

was

the winner. B. C. placed sec-

ond, Tech third, and Northeastern
fourth. Any team that can give
the Cross relay a battle must be
exceptionally fast, and the only
team that was anywhere near the
calibre of their team was our own

Freshman Team. Bob Burrill, John
Neal Holland won his trial heat Fleet, Ben Hines, and Don McKee
in the 45 yard hurdles, and placed ran very fine races.
second in the semi-finals. A special
heat was run to obtain a fourth
Don Fleet, former B. C. star, now
man for the finals, the other three
running for the B. A. A., was nipped
having qualified by winning their
at the tape in the 600-Yard Run.
semi-final heats. In this heat HolArnold Adams came from foui'th
land was beaten by R. C. Hayes,
on the last lap, passed Mcplace
whom Neal had beaten previously
Cafferty,
and Sandler, and passed
in winning his trial heat.
the tiring B. A. A. star. This race
had the whole crowd on their feet,
The speedy Holy Cross one mile and proved the hit of the meet.
varsity relay, defeated B. C. by
about twenty yards. The winning
Louie Welsh, star half-miler
time of 3 min. 25 %s. was the fastest while at B. C, won the 1500 meter
run at the Garden this year. Joe walk. Hal Cutbill placed second.
Mulready of Holy Cross opened up Cutbill is the holder of the world's
a seven yard lead over Jugger record for the 1,000 Yard Run, this
Joyce on the opening leg. Al Morin record was made back in 1922, and
running second for the Cross gained has withstood the efforts of the
a few more yards over Bill Parks. world's best runners.
Joe Murphy and Tim Ring, the third
and fourth men for Holy Cross, each
The Freshman team will compete
added a few more yards to the Cross
against the St. John's Prep, team on
total, despite the hard running of next Friday, the 16th. St. John's
McManus and Smith.
showed their strength in the
B. A. A. school boy meet on last
The Two Mile Relay was won by Saturday, scoring 10 points against
University of Maine, Harvard was the best teams in New England.
second, Boston College third, Holy The B. C. Frosh, while they have
Cross fourth, and Bates fifth. The good runners in Don McKee, McMaine team of W. B. Cole, J. W. Nulty, Ben Hines, Frank Durst, Bob
Marsh, E. T. and K. D. Black proved Burrill, John Fleet, Morris, and
a little too fast for the rest of the Shannon, are especially weak in the
field. Bill Malone ran first for field events. There must be some
B. C, Frank Eaton in second posi- good field event men in Freshman,
tion, Dana Smith in third position, especially amongst the football men,
and Johnny Powers running anchor. and they owe it to the hard workDana Smith, although he had run ing coach to report.
on the One Mile Relay, made a
splendid fight to obtain the lead in
The Varsity Track Team will rehis half-mile leg. Quite a task for main inactive until the University
an evening, a hard quarter mile Club Games, to be held on the 21st
and half-mile. The strong finish of February, at the Boston Garden.
of Ken Black proved a little too
much for White of Harvard, and
What ought to prove to be the
Powers finished in third position, Mile
of the Century will be run in
far ahead of the fourth man.
New York on next Saturday night,
at the Annual New York A. C.
The Inter-Collegiate Freshman Meet. For with Venzke, CunningRelay brought together Holy Cross, ham, and Bonthron toeing the mark,
M. I. T., Northeastern, and Boston it seems that the world's record
College. The crack Holy Cross team ought to be lowered.
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Thru The Eagle's Eye
EDDIE O'BRIEN

IT

satisfaction that we make the following
in all probability, be an introduction
will,
announcement. There
of spring practise into the Boston College football program this
year. It will begin about the middle of April, but the length of the
session has yet to be definitely determined.
In the above lines, mine, dear readers, you have read of a great
step forward in Boston College athletics, even though at the present
time this step is in the formative stages. The question has ;been
mooted about the A. A. office for the past month or two, and at the
present time it is more or less of a certainty that the Eagle gridsters
will have an opportunity to brush up on the fundamentals of the
game when the early Spring Zephyrs are tickling your chin whiskers
and the red red robbin starts pulling worms from Alumni Field.
And if anyone is pleased over this decision (which is merely
another proof of Father Frank Sullivan's desire and ability to forward
athletics on University Heights), thin person should be Joe McKenney.
Genial Joseph annually starts the football race at a decided handicap,
inasmuch as every one of the Eagle's major opponents has had the
benefit of about six weeks' spring practice. This gives the enemy,
outfits an opportunity to line up their most potent attacks a-nd defenses, plan their offense and uncover any upcoming material long
before the regular season. And then when the official grid season opens
the coaches of these teams are acquainted with their squads, and after
a few preliminary warm-ups and a week or two of swan dives and
back flips, they can continue where they left off in the spring.
Thus Joe McKenney, who deserves all the opportunities he gets,
will now be able to start the race on a par with the other leading
mentors. Joe has built superb machines at Boston College even with
the handicap of his opponents having their Spring practise, so the
inauguration of this pre-season session at Boston College should increase his worth. Taken by and large, McKenney annually proves
self one of the leading coaches in the history of football. His handiHis
caps have been many, and he has more than weathered them.
teams will be more feared than ever.

with

IS

a great deal of

JUST STUFF
Writing a sporting pillar during the winter season when there's
basketball and not too much hockey is a superb test of human
endurance. During the other sport seasons it is but child's play, but
this between times often takes its toll of the withered intellect. But
we continue to strive for the elusive something known as interest.
Forgive us if we miss once in a while.
Losing that B. U. ice. contest was enough to make the Eagle
pucksters gather 'round and have a nice long weep . . . it was one of
the best collegiate games ever played in the Boston Arena, and if we
mention the fact that the Eagles played without their captain, Ray
Funchion in the lineup, we'll be accused of bringing in a big, juicy
bunch of sour grapes, so we won't even hint that Funchon didn't get
into the game, and that he was always bad news to the Terrier . . .
but there's no denying that the Intowners look good at times . . . and
. and the Maroon and Gold will have another
so did Kelley's crew .
chance to knock off the Bull Pup this week, and on the basis of last
week's party the Arena should be jammed to the rafters with Boston
College men . . the Eagle sextet proved one thing last Thursday, and
that is its ability to dish it out as well as absorb it
And that fiasco which followed the regulation contest warrants
less than a line and a half
but Lou Musco must have made hockey
fans forget all about Roy Worters and Tiny Thompson
and Ray
Harrington looked like a cross between a mince pie and a Spanish
with the latter more in evidence due to the manner
wood-chopper .
several ladies who were occupyin which he waved his machette
ing ringside seats were seen to adjourn to the upper balcony when
Raymond started cutting arcs with his hickory
Santa Clara's Broncos, who will oppose the Boston College Eagle
in 1935, have just elected Al Dowd captain of last year's eleven .
.
it's an honorary post, awarded every year at the alumni banquet, by
Gus Dorais, who was named by the second
vote of the lettermen .
guessers as the successor to Hunk Anderson at Notre Dame, has been
he's one
signed by Detroit University for another three years
of the most successful exponents of the Rockne system in the game
today
his record at Detroit, where he has held sway since 1925,
which would
wins,
is 61
21 setbacks and a quartet of deadlocks
seem to indicate that the Detroit athletic authorities did only what
no

.

.

For a short time only!

.

.

.

.

YOUR UNRESTRICTED CHOICE
OF ANY HOWARD SUIT
TOPCOAT
OVERCOAT.
TUXEDO with dress vest
.
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The Boston College fencing team
will open its season against the

The Boston College rifle team began a lengthy season by dropping a
very close match to the Worcester

Shawmut
fencing team
Friday
night at Casino Hall on Shawmut Polytechnical Institute at the BosAve. The match with Norwich ton armory by a score that saw the
six
University scheduled for last Satur- victor carry off the spoils by
points. The scores were Boston Colday was postponed clue to a con- lege,
1672; Worcester Polytechnical
fusion of dates. In the Shawmut Institute, 1678. Captain Frank Lamclub, the college will meet a far bert led the Boston College scorers
stiffer opponent. Fencing for the with a total of 352 points, shooting
from four positions.
Shawmut will be Captain Carl HarManager Ray Jensen has been
ris, former Tech captain, who capvery fortunate in securing an indoor
tured third in the last New England
match with the Massachusetts Infoil championship, his main forte stitute of Technology. In signing
however is the sabre.
the Engineers as opponents the
Backing Harris will be Ed Steele, Eagles have taken on one of the
former captain of the Boston Col- best teams in the country. Last
year Tech won the New England
lege team, staunch foil and sword championship in
the National Interman who was undefeated last year collegiate matches.
when the college met the alumni
Perhaps the highlight of the match
team. Alan Doherty, captain of was the shooting of Granville Jones
Boston College team of two years of senior who ran up an unexpected
will
ago,
fight three weapons high score and rated second to Lamagainst the college. Alan is a left bert in the match. His return to achanded fencer and a tough man to tion after his recent auto accident
deal with. Jim Langdon, a mem- is very welcome to the team. Also
ber of the Boston College team that his buddy, Georgie Trudell of sophoSteele captain will fight foil, sword more, has returned for action. In
the person of John Lally of sophoand sabre also.
more
the team has unearthed a reThe match will bring together as
prospect.
markable
opponents two brothers, Ed and
Worcester
Polytechnical InIn
the
Dan Steele. Ed is the sophomore
stitute
met a brilliant
Eagles
the
sensation of the varsity and a very
capable foilsman. Before studying opponent. Had the scores of the
under Coach John Roth, Dan was Eagle been a bit better in the standcoached by his brother Ed and ing and sitting postures they would
though the two have fought often have walked through to a victory
in practise the match will bring with little or no trouble. In the
them together for the first time in prone and kneeling the Eagles surAlso
passed the Worcester team.
a real battle.
the nervousness that results from
The prize match of the night will
hhe first match of the season played
be the sabre work of Carl Harris
havoc
with the boys.
and captain John T. Sheehan. This
The
is the first time that these two
scores for the Worcester P. I.
practise rivals will meet on the mat. matches were:
Fencing for the college will be foils, Lambert
98-91-81-82?352
Steele, Sheehan, St. Pierre, Kenny, Jones
96-90-80-78?344

sword, Steele, Sheehan, Trudell
Sheehan, Lambert, Hogan

Mcßride;

sabre,

Kenny;

McDonald.

Jensen

93-89-82-76?340
93-89-82-76?332
94-88-68-54?304

"WHEN A FELLER
NEEDS A FRIEND"
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Every garment manufactured
this season to sell for $22.50
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Meets Shawmut Club Lambert, Jones Lead
at Casino Hall Next
Eagle Scorers in
Friday Night
Match
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The Maryland colleges, Western Maryland, Navy, Loyola and two
or three others, have been steadily featuring boxing as one of their
chief sports, until now it stands second to none . . . their sports pages
are almost entirely taken up with left hooks and right crosses
. .
Bernie Kaplan, who played against the Maroon and Gold last season
:and in 1032, is the leading 175 pound leather pusher for the Green
. . their boxing team is annually one of the best in the
Terrors
country, and in view of the fact that the male enrollment at the school
is not comparatively large, much credit is due Dick Harlow, who introduced the sport to Western Maryland, and to the mitt slingers who
have rolled up such an enviable record . . . and speaking of boxing,
we'd have a better than average team at Boston College right now,
what with the Flaherty brothers, Ray Harrington, Ike Ezmunt and a
few others around whom to build a team . . . and more about this
later
if it would be possible we'd like nothing better than ani
annual fistic tournament at the Heights . .
.
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NO CHARGE FOR ALTERATIONS

Placed on the market a year ago, this pipe
mixture made many friends before it had
a line of advertising. Aged in the wood for
BRIGGS is mellow, packed with
years
flavor, biteless! Won't you try a tin and let
genial BRIGGS speak for itself?

This is a splendid opportunity for you
your wardrobe at a worthwhile saving.

to replenish

HOWARD
©CLOTHES

Washington St.

Between Avery and Boylston

43 Tremont St.
Near Scollay Square

...

.

inner

lining

of

E. L GRIMES PRINTING CO.
PRINTERS OF THE HEIGHTS AND OF
OTHER WELL-KNOWN PUBLICATIONS
Send for Estimate

368 Congress Street

LlBerty 3356

Boston, Mass.
Of. Lorlllard Co.,

Inc.
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THE HEIGHTS

Program Released

For Chem. Seminar;

Noted Irish

SODALITY
GIVEN
SYMPOSIUM Junior Prom

Speaker Here

Numerous Topics

February 14, 1934

Dante Academy

FR. FEENEY TO
to Be Started PUBLISH SOON

Huge Success

Miss Deamy Will Be at One to Be Given Soon Juniors Sing, "Hail, Initial Meeting Held Sheed and Ward Will
Print
Soon
Prose Volume
Poetry Society Meeting
Club
16
Before
Tech Catholic
Alma Mater" to
in Stylus
Climax Prom
Office

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 5)
March 2 ? Pyrolysis of Carbon
February
Compounds, Mr. Robert J. Jordan.
March 9?The Stability of Emulsoids, Mr. Frank Fitzgerald; Applications of Donnan's Theory, Mr.
The
National Catholic Poetry
Charles R. Hagan.
March 16?Study of the Friedel- Society will soon hear Mrs. Edward
Crafts Reaction, Mr. Louis S. Verde. Leamy, widow of a well-known
March 23?Gels, Mr. James HazIrish author. The date and place are
lett; Adsorption, Mr. Timothy E.
undecided, but the meeting will
McCarthy.
April 13?Adsorption and Cataly- probably be held on February 16.
sis, Mr. E. T. Mitchell; The Iso- Mrs. Leamy will be in Boston lecElectric Point, Mr. Raymond J. turing next week, as she has been
giving a series of radio broadcasts
Perry.
April 20
Mercaptan Chemistry, near New York on "Irish Poets and
Poetry." Mrs. Leamy has collected
Mr. Cassidy.
April 27?Current Research, Mr. two volumes of Irish fairy tales.
Francis P. Smith.
May 4
Synthetic Resins, Mr.
James E. Flanagan.
?

FR. CORRIGAN AT
STATE HOUSE

?

LIBRARY RECEIVES
NEW COLLECTION Fr.
Msgr.

Connolly

Leaves
Four Thousand Books

(Continued

from Page 1, Col. 3)
It has been a great pleasure for
the librarian and his assistants to
examine the volumes of Monsignor
Connolly's library. Rare editions
and

autographed

copies appeared

here and there. There occurred a
coincidence so striking that it is
worthy of narration. The librarian
chanced to pick up volume thirteen
of the works of Beaumont and Fletcher. The remaining volumes of
the set were not to be found in the
collection. However, upon investigation, it was discovered that the
complete set minus volume thirteen
had been given to the library some
years ago by the late Monsignor
Connolly, and the seemingly odd volume filled a gap of years standing.
Monsignor's Connolly's collection
had been gathered from the book
stalls of both Europe and America.
On every trip or voyage both at
home and abroad he was constantly
on the watch for volumes he deemed

Gallagher

and

Fr.

R. Sullivan Also
Present

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 5)
Accompanying Father Corrigan in
his protest were Rev. Louis J. Gallagher, S.J., Rector of Boston College, and Rev. Russell M. Sullivan,
professor of philosophy.
Others
who spoke in protest before the
hearing were the former president

of Harvard, Abbot Lawrence Lowell,
to whom Father Corrigan later referred, in a speech delivered before
the Boston College Club of Cambridge, as a "grand old man" and
Mrs. Francis E. Slattery representing the League of Catholic Women.
Mrs. Slattery has already permanently distinguished herself both for
her interest in Catholic charities and
for her work in social welfare and
legislation.

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 4)
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 4.)
The newly formed Dante AcadDonough, '35; and James Hart, '35. Marching smartly to the accom- emy held its preliminary meeting
Those sodalists who answered their panying applause of the students under the direction of
its Moderaarguments by defending the divinity present,
from other classes, they cir- tor and organizer, Mr. Leo Ecker,
of Christ were James J. Earls, '34;
cled the floor and returned, this S.J., in Room Tll7 at three o'clock
William J. Fitzsimmons, and John
last Monday.
J. Magee, '35. James Z. Farley time four abreast, halting directly
In defining the ethos of the Soacted as chairman of the program, in front of the orchestra.
ciety, Mr. Ecker pointed out that
introducing the symposium to the
Following the customary floral
since Brown and Harvard Univeraudience.
presentations, the attendant gathsities did nobly by the Florentine,
The current program of symposia ering maintained perfect silence as the first by collecting a library of
is divided into two parts. In the
the men of the Class of 1935, ac- 7,000 volumes by and about him,
first part four different attitudes toand the second by instituting a chair
wards religion, first, the skeptical, companied by the orchestra, sang in for the study of his works; Boston
secondly the serious, thirdly the chorus, "Hail, Alma Mater," to comCollege would best avoid criticism
scornful and lastly the indifferent plete the most impressive spectacle by at least having an academy deare represented by four sodalist of the evening. At twelve-thirty
voted to the study of the works of
members: Walter L. Flaherty, '34; supper was served, following
which this man who was at least the
Joseph P. Lojho, '34; Donald V.
greatest Catholic poet.
Shannon, '35, and James L. Flynn, the orchestra played continuously
It was agreed tentatively to have
from one till three-thirty.
'34.
weekly meetings, on Fridays at 2.00
The affair was strictly a Boston P. M. in
On next Thursday evening this
the Stylus office. The plans
College
group
present
prosocial, with the Maroon and of the society postulate a small but
same
will
their
gram at Technology before the Tech Gold motif accentuated by a clever
enthusiastic membership. However,
Catholic Club, one of the largest display of the college
colors at due to the insufficient advertisement
college Catholic clubs in the East.
of vantage throughout the of Monday's meeting, it was not
Then on Sunday evening the series points
supposed that the gathering inspacious dining room. An ingenious
of symposia continues with a prescluded all the students of the colentation in Salem before the Young seating arrangement afforded full lege who
were interested in Dante.
Men's Catholic Club of St. James view of the entire proceedings, even The roster of those present included
Parish. The evening will be under by those at the furthest tables in Joseph E. Donavan, Edward J.
the direction of Father Hokko of the foyer.
Berra, Daniel O'Connor, and Steven
the parish.
The programmes and favors Fleming.
Father Harding has planned so evoked much favorable comment.
Mr. Ecker warned the prospective
many public engagements for the The former consisted of brown students of Dante not to
be perLenten season that a second group leather coverlets, embossed with turbed by their ignorance of Dante's
is now in rehearsal to fulfill all the a gold college seal. The names of language, claiming that a knowledge
presentations.
many public
The the men comprising the different of Spanish and Latin, or merely of
current season is the most successcommittees of Junior Week, as well Latin would be sufficient groundful ever enjoyed by the Senior- as the members of the Promenade work for the beginning. This knowlJunior Sodality of Boston College. Committee.
edge plus a wish to enjoy Dante,
Perhaps the outstanding feature he held, was enough. The prelimithe evening was the manner in nary work will be a study of Dante's,
Please mention THE HEIGHTS of
which the orchestra established it- time and then the Divina Commediaj
when answering advertisements self as a musical unit.
will be first studied in translation. '

Messrs. Sheed and Ward, publishLondon and New York have
in preparation a new book by Rev.
Leonard Feeney, S.J.
The book,
which is a collection of short prose
sketches, will be the first book of fiction which this firm, which the senior
member of the firm claims "is the
only respectable Catholic publishing
house in America," will have issued.
Father Feeney who will be remembered as the author of "In Towns
and Little Towns," and of "Riddle
and Reverie," which appeared early
last December, has been a member
of the Graduate School Faculty for
the past few years. This volume of
a dozen sketches will be the first
book of prose which he will publish. The volume is promised for
some time about the end of March.
ers of

Public Speech
Course Started
A new course tending to assist
the students in their speech and delivery has been added to many
extra-curricular activities. It is a
speech correction course under the
tutelage of Mr. Donald M. Cartey,
ex-'29, who left his studies at Boston College at the end of his sophomore year to study at the Emerson School of Oratory.
The course is left to the student's
initiative, but although recommended especially for the students
of pedagogy, all are invited to attend. The course will be held
Tuesday afternoon, the time and the
lecture hall will be named by the
instructor in charge, Mr. Donald M.
Cartey.

worthy of possession.
The unexpected appearance of
rare editions and letters added zest
to a task that might have become

tedious. Hidden away for a time,
unnoticed, was an old envelope that
contained letters written by Cardinals Newman and Vaughn. A number of apparently worthless notebooks proved to be the notes of
Charles Warren Stoddard, jotted
down at Harvard and while he was
making journeys through continental Europe. Half a dozen bulging
books treasured within themselves
hundreds of autographed letters
written by famous individuals during the eighteenth and nineteenth
ceturies. A cursory examination
disclosed letters written by: Disraeli, Parnell, O'Higgins, L. E. Landon, William Cullen Bryant, Thomas
Bailey Aldrich, Louisa M. Alcott.
John Kendricks Bangs, Will Carleton, James Jeffrey Roche, William
Dean Howells, Henry W. Longfellow, John Boyle O'Reilly, Oliver
Wendell Holmes, James Russell
Lowell, Coventry Patmore, and a
check drawn by Walt Whitman.
The very nature of the collection
makes it a very munificent and
greatly appreciated addition to the
Boston College Library.

Follow the Crowd to

808 BERGER'S
Restaurant
Known From Coast

to

Coast

Meet Your Favorite Stage and
Screen Stars at Close Range

OPEN TILL 4 A.M.

Next to Metropolitan Theatre
256 TREMONT ST., BOSTON

46 Bromfield Street HANcock 8300
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